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ABSTRACT
Traditional network management systems use spoofing of resources to collect statistical data such as
resource usage and performance. This data is exchanged with other resources through management
protocols. The amount of data can be extremely high and the bandwidth for overhead management
functions increases significantly. Also, the data storage requirements in each network resource for
management functions increases and become inefficient as it increases the power usage for processing. In
this paper, we propose a distributed network management system where each network resource maintains a
set of Management Information Base (MIB) elements and stores resource activities in their abstraction in
terms of counters, flag and threshold values. The abstract data is exchanged between different management
agents residing in different resources on a need-to-know basis and each agent logically executes
management functions locally to develop understanding of the behavior of all network resources to ensure
that user protocols can function smoothly. Our proposed architecture can be implemented in any network,
but is highly important to be considered in power and bandwidth constrained networks such as Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks (MANET). In this research, we use cross layer models to demonstrate simplified way of
efficiently managing the overall performance of individual network resources (nodes) and the network itself
which is critical for not only monitoring the traffic, but also dynamically controlling the end-to-end Quality
of Service (QoS) for multi-service applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Network management is defined as a process for monitoring and controlling real-time network
behavior. This will allow provisioning multiservice applications with desired Quality of Service
(QoS) accurate end-to-end. [1]. This process involves management agents in different network
nodes to remotely access the management attributes stored in each local Management Information
Base (MIB) associated with nodes in order to facilitate network monitoring and real time remote
control of behavior of user protocol layers. The attributes are coded in terms of counter values,
flags and thresholds, which represents the user protocol operation at each local node. The
International Standards Organization (ISO) defines OSI management model which specifically
defines different management functions [1-2]:
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•
•
•
•
•

Fault management,
Accounting management,
Configuration management,
Performance management, and
Security management.

At any instance of time, the operational control of the network resources are in the hands of these
management functions. When the network is operating in normal mode, the control is in the hands
of performance management. When any resource experiences a fault, the fault management
controls the resource. When a new resource is being configured, the configuration management
takes control; when any resource has a security violation, the security management takes control
and the accounting management controls the resource cost and usage management. These
functional management components are designed modularly and each of these functions looks at
the MIB elements to take any actions whether it is real time or non-real time. Thus, there is some
abstraction is maintained to simplify the management functionality of the network.
The MIB elements which depict the behavior of the network resources are defined in terms of
Managed Objects (MOs) and associated attributes. The attributes are typically specified in terms
counters, thresholds and flags.
In this paper, we show a design of distributed network management for monitoring and
controlling the behavior of applications supported for each source-destination pair of nodes in
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET).
MANET is an ad hoc network which does not use towers or base stations and can be defined as a
system of autonomous mobile (Dynamic) nodes that communicate over wireless links without any
preinstalled infrastructure. The network is both power and bandwidth constrained and yet it is
expected to provide multi-service provisioning with end-to-end QoS provisioning to end-users.
It is significantly harder to manage MANET for the following reasons:



The topology of a MANET is quite dynamic due to high mobility of nodes and the
connectivity between a source and a destination is maintaining using multi-hop node
connectivity.
The resources (nodes and sensors) have limited battery power, bandwidth constrained
links with variability. As a result, management overhead has to be limited to allow the
bandwidth to be used for user applications maximally.

The design of network management architectures uses either centralized (a single network
manager) or hierarchical (maintaining multi-layered network manager) or distributed (allow each
node to have an agent which takes manager-ship when initiating an action or responds to a
command).
Centralized management where only one manager exists for the network does not allow
scalability of the network as too much bandwidth can be consumed for exchange of management
information. Hierarchical management system can be designed for MANET, but it is not efficient
in using the bandwidth and requires reconfiguration of the network due to high mobility of all
nodes. Thus, it is important to use distributed network management where a management agent in
a node takes manager-ship for a small duration of time and relinquished once the execution of an
activity is done. This allows every node to be acting as manager at different instances of time.
This will allow designing scalable networks with any number of nodes.
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In MANET, several nodes that are within close proximity of one another at an instance of time
are grouped into a cluster and each cluster has a designated Cluster Head (CH) node to act as a
manager. Also, when a node communicates from a cluster to another node outside the cluster, the
node needs to access the remote node through CH. Thus, CH tends to be vehicle mounted where
the power is not an issue.
In this paper, we present a design of a distributed management architecture which supports both
performance monitoring and real time control of performance for multi-service applications with
minimal use of bandwidth in the network for management functions.
The remaining sections are organized as follows:






Section 2 Background Research
Section 3 Management Systems Design – Distributed MANET Management Architecture
(DMMS)
Section 4 Operational Scenario of DMMS
Section 5 DMMS Support of Applications
Section 6 Conclusions

2. BACKGROUND RESEARCH
Traditional management systems for voice and data networks were designed for Operations,
Administration and Monitoring (OA&M). They did not have the real-time controlling functional.
We have also seen that traditional Network Management methods are developed to manage wired
networks. The characteristics of traditional network management are quite different from the
characteristics that are used in MANET. There are some researches have done for network
management of ad-hoc network [3][4][5] and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [6][7][8] those
are based on Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) where polling mechanism is used.
Since MANET can be consists with a large number of nodes and multi hop mechanism is used for
delivering the data through the network, polling management messages in MANETs sometimes
causes huge amount of management traffic. Again, the performance of the network will be
affected as management messages uses resources of MANETs. Therefore, polling is not
appropriate to MANET, which need to be resource efficient as well as power efficient. In this
research, we proposed the management message exchange method and two types of operational
scenarios for management purpose to reducing the polling operation. ANMP [3] uses centralize
approach where the management system requires monitoring and controlling all the network
resources. It also allows hierarchical clustering of management nodes to reduce the number of
messages exchanged between the manager and the agents (mobile nodes). Maintaining
hierarchical system of management nodes is cost ineffective and adverse to handling mobility of
nodes rapidly as exchanges between management nodes about node mobility is slower and
network configurations are often faster. As such, normal data operations can suffer from errors. In
addition, the requirement to prevent single point failures is expensive as it is has to duplicate
nodes significantly.
In ANPM [9], they presented the proposed autonomic network performance management
architecture and modules. Their case study focused on centralized implementation. However they
did not mansion about the fully distributed or hybrid approach. They showed the different
network performance such as throughput and end-to-end delay etc. In our proposed DMMS, we
have shown a simplified way to find the network performance by using cross layer management
objects (MOs) and distributed the management functions among all the cluster members.
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In WSNMS [10], they designed and implemented with the characteristics of WSNs. They showed
an actual experiment that consists of large number of nodes with managed objects and a gateway.
In that work, WSNMS is able to manage the large-scale network management functions and
provide good performance. But WSNMS has some drawbacks, such as it has only a manager,
which causes high communicate overhead from data polling and single point failure. In our
proposed system, we have used cluster based distributed network management where each cluster
has a cluster head or a manager that able to reduce the high message overhead.

3. MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1. Proposed Distributed MANET Management Architecture
Figure 1, we shows the architectural representation of the proposed Distributed MANET
Management Architecture (DMMA). In this architecture, each node has an agent with an
associated distributed MANET management system MIB (dMmsMIB). The network management
operation is based upon one of the agents to assume managership (become manager) and
communicate with a remote agent for accessing the dMmsMIB elements for either monitoring of
the network behavior or for controlling the network behavior in real time. Any agent can assume
managership at an instance of time. Figure 1 also illustrates the MANET in terms of clusters and
communications across the multi-clusters require intra-cluster communications as well as intercluster communications.
Cluster Head (CH)
Node or Cluster member
Cluster
dMmsMIB

Intra-cluster communication link
Inter-cluster communication link

Manager

Cluster

Agent

Nodes

Figure 1. Architecture of the Distributed MANET Management System (DMMS)

Each cluster is formed with a set of nodes and an associated cluster head (CH). Management
protocol for both intra-cluster and inter-cluster communications will be using defacto standard,
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). For the paper, SNMP is irrelevant. CHs have the
responsibility of managing their own clusters based on a pre-set of policies. From a management
perspective, each CH can either send MIB information to a selected node or broadcast to all its
associated nodes depending on the nature of management operation. It can send individual
managed object with a set of attributes or send a collection of elements with attributes.
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3.2. Management Message Exchange
3.2.1. Message Types
In our proposed manager-agent communication, we have divided communications into three
parts. First one is to get the attribute from a remote agent/s, second one is to set the management
attributes in the MIB operated by a remote agent/s and the last one is to allow sending of a trap
massage by an agent to handle abnormalities.

GET - 000
GET_BULK - 001
RESPONSE - 010
Node

DMMS
Manager

SET - 011

DMMS
Agent

Node

SET_BULK - 100
TRAP - 101
ACK- 110
Figure 2. Manager-agent request, response and trap message flow

We also proposed the usage of management messages. In Figure 2, we show 7 (seven) message
types. GET, GET_BULK, SET, SET_BULK, RESPONSE, TRAP and ACK, which are quite
similar to SNMP. But the usage is different from SNMP. In DMMS, since the network status such
as channel condition, battery power depletions, topology changes and faults changes dynamically,
it is necessary to get the information immediately and for getting those information we defined
those massages types. Since in MANET environment, nodes are scarce and mobile, polling for
data by an agent increases delay and adds overhead traffic. However, by using MIB exchanges in
abstract form, it is possible to reduce the overhead use of bandwidth. In this paper, we proposed
an efficient MIB exchanges to design efficient management system.
3.2.2. Manager and Agent Communication Process
We assume the communication process between manager and agent in our proposed DMMS as
follows:
•
•

•
•

Each agent of any node can act as a manager to communicate with other nodes.
In DMMS, the manager can send request to an agent to operate on a set of MIB elements
at the remote location. Example of operation includes setting a MIB element or getting a
MIB element.
For each request, a remote agent must send a RESPONSE and/or a TRAP massage to the
manager.
When the manager sends GET type PDU to an agent, it sets the request id, node id,
Managed Object ID and all IDs of associated attributes (we define unique attribute id for
each attribute). This PDU is sent to a remote agent of a remote node. The Agent processes
the GET request by sending an acknowledgement for the requested information to the
manager, which includes the contents of all of the requested attributes. This is done in
terms of a RESPONSE PDU type.
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•

•

When using a GET_BULK type PDU, the manager broadcasts a PDU to all the nodes of
the cluster to send the necessary attributes from each of the MIBs of remote agents. This
is typically used when common attributes are requested. Each Agent node sends a
RESPONSE to the manager with the contents of the requested attributes. RESPONSE
PDU contain only the content of the MIB attribute from the associated node only. If node
id of that requested PDU correspond to the agent’s node id, the request is intended for the
associated remote agent. Then only, the remote agent is allowed to send a RESPONSE
PDU with the necessary contents of the MIB attributes. All RESPONSE PDU should
contain the same request id and their own node id.
SET type PDU is used to set the management attributes in the MIB of a remote agent.
The sending Manager enters the attributes’ ids and their respective values in the PDU
which is sent to the remote agent. Upon completion of “set” process, the remote agent
sends an ACK PDU to the manager. This type of setting process is used for configuration
management during initialization of a new software or a system or for a fault manager to
enter the MIB elements to detect the location of the fault and clear the fault remotely.

Figure 3. Activity diagram of an agent node after receiving a management message
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Figure 4. Activity diagram of a manager node after receiving a management message

•

•

Manager broadcast the SET_BULK type PDU to the cluster members. In this PDU, The
sending Manager enters the attributes’ ids and their respective values in the PDU and
broadcast it. All the agents of associated nodes within the cluster processes the SET
operation. This operation is critical for sending snap shots such as PL&T locations of all
the nodes in the cluster to each and every node within the cluster. Each node can make
use of the available information for normal data operations such as setting up the routes
or provide uninterrupted service provisioning using the knowledge of the node locations.
TRAP message is used for communicating from an agent to a manager for informing that
an exceptional event has occurred and need immediate attention. This is specifically
useful for fault management.

In Figure 3 and 4, we show the flow diagram of an agent and of a manager after receiving a
management packet where an agent can receive GET or GET_BULK or SET or SET_BULK
request and a manager can receive RESPONSE or ACK or TRAP message.
3.2.3. Management Information Bases (MIBs)
Figure 5 shows some example of MIBs that we proposed to use in our distributed MANET
management system’s MIB (dMmsMIB). We define two type of management PDU for DMMS.
First one is for sending GET, SET and RESPONSE operation and second one is for sending trap
message those are shown in Figure 6. In MANET environment, some information is changed
continuously (e.g. number of packet send, number of packet receive, and number of packet loss in
a particular threshold) and some information is not (e.g. node id, device manual id, and coverage
info). Both types of MIBs need to be handled differently. We defined two types of management
operations such as normal basis management and need-to-know basis management. In normal
basis management operation, dynamic MIBs are exchanged. In need-to-know basis management
operation, both dynamic and static information are exchanged.
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dmmsMIB
systemMIB
node_info
cluster_info
device_info
power_info
coverage_info
plt_info
temperature

;Node id, node type
;Cluster head id, number of node etc.
;Device manual id
;Remaining battery power and Battery threshold
;Communication coverage and Carrier sensing coverage
;Position & location of a Node in terms of (X, Y) coordinate
;Temperature of a particular area where the node is reside

layerMIB
applicationLayerMIB

;Number of messages send, received and retransmitted in a
particular threshold (time counter or message counter threshold)
ipLayerMIB
;Number of packet send, received and retransmitted in a
particular threshold (time counter or packet counter threshold)
macLayerMIB
;Number of frame send, received and retransmitted in a
particular threshold (time counter or frame counter threshold)
physicalLayerMIB
;Time counter of start transmit, time counter of start receive
and List of ToA and ToD (Optional)
Figure 5. Distributed MANET management system’s MIBs (dmmsMIBs)
PDU
Type

Node ID

Request
ID

Node 1

Attribute 1

Value 1

…

…

Node n

Attribute m

Value m

(a)
PDU
Type

Trap
Type

Agent
ID

Time
Stamp

Attribute 1

Value 1

…

Attribute m

Value m

(b)
Figure 6. Two different types of PDU for (a) get, set, response and (b) trap request

4. OPERATION SCENARIO OF DMMS
4.1. Normal management operation
All the nodes in a cluster normally send and receive packets from other nodes. During any
transmission, when a node observes that an attribute (e.g. number of packet count) has reached to
a threshold, it will send a broadcast or unicast message (management) like “SET_BULK PDU” or
“SET PDU” or “TRAP PDU” to another node. We define this type of management operation as
normal management operation. Trap message is a normal management operation because when
any node observes an abnormal operation such as too many error packets in a row, remaining
battery life reached the threshold, node is dying and communication link quality becomes bad,
that node sends TRAP messages to the sender node or to the CH depending on which type of trap
message it is. In section 4, we will simulate some regular management operations and implement
some management applications (e.g. throughput, delay, offered data rate). Figure 7 shows the
flow diagram of recording management information.
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4.2. Need to Know Basis Management
Sending management information periodically to the cluster members is cost ineffective that
implies too many management packets causes high message overhead and bandwidth wastes. In
regular basis management, we sends only one management packet in each ensemble, which cost
low message, overhead. Need-to-know basis management allows us the efficient use of the
resources. In this management, when manager wants the information, they can request the agent
to send specific management information those are needed to know. Normally cluster head (CH)
to cluster member nodes or one cluster’s CH to another cluster’s CH are communicating using
need to know basis management operation. Furthermore, the massage overhead between node-tonode communications cost low message overhead because nodes are getting the attributes
according to their need. GET and GET_BULK are two PDU type packets that normally send to
the agent nodes when any manager needs to know some management attributes. Agent node gives
the reply by sending the Response PDU type packet. Sometimes Cluster Head (CH) needs to
know the MIBs from other cluster member nodes and on that time CH broadcast the GET_BULK
type PDU.
Start

Initializing management information (All
Counters, Flags and Thresholds)
Start sending and receiving packet
Start Counting (e.g. packet, time)

Check for
Threshold
False
Flag?
True
Updating management information base
(MIB)

Figure 7. Recording management information

5. DMMS SUPPORT OF APPLICATIONS
The use of distributed network management with MIB elements for control and monitoring is
extremely cost effective compared to conventional network management methods where
expensive devices are used to monitor the network at different locations of the network globally.
In our proposed distributed network management approach, each source-destination pair controls
their applications independently without requiring any knowledge to be accessed from the
network itself. In this section, we have shown some management applications that can be used for
controlling and monitoring purpose.
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5.1. Controlling Purpose
We can use our DMMS for controlling MANET routing. In MANET environment nodes move
randomly. Therefore, to know the position of the nodes at any time is really important for
successful routing. In cluster base MANET; normally cluster head (CH) have many
responsibilities to manage the cluster and to maintain the communication between two clusters. In
our proposed Distributed Network Management (DNM), we can distribute management functions
to cluster members or nodes to reduce the load of CH. By analyzing one of the graph theoretical
routing protocols [11], we have discussed how DMMS can use in controlling purpose to manage
CH’s load.
In [11], cluster head uses the Position Location and Tracking (PL&T) system [12] of all the nodes
within the cluster and develops a snap shot of the cluster. The CH periodically broadcast the snap
shots to ensure nodes know as and when PL&Ts of nodes have changed. If any routing is on
going and some of the node’s location has changed but the updated snapshots were not received
from the CH, on that time routing can be failed. In Graph Theoretic Routing [11], receiving the
updated or correct snapshots is very important for efficient routing. Management part acts as a big
role for controlling the PL&T locations snapshots. When any routing initialized, nodes find the
degree by using the snapshot that send by the CH. Management agent double check the PL&T
location of those nodes which will use to take place the routing. By checking the location again,
routing can be successful and accurate.

5.2. Monitoring Purpose
In our proposed DMMS, we have shown some simplified way to find different network
performance such as throughput, data rate, delay and etc. for monitoring purpose. To calculate
those performances, we have defined some layer management objects (MOs) for each layer in
terms of abstraction form of data. Each node has the same layer MOs to perform those network
performance and any node can get information of other nodes by using need to know basis
operation. In this section we have shown some management applications that can be used for
monitoring purpose. In Table 1, we have given some list of QoS applications can be used by layer
MOs.
Table 1. List of QoS applications used by layer MOs

Layer
Application

IP

MAC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attributes
Information Rate Target
Loss of Information Target
Response Time Target
Packet Delivery Rate
Packet Loss
End-to-End Delay
Frame Delivery Rate
Undetected Frame Error Rate
Average and Maximum Frame Delay

5.2.1. Throughput and Offered Data Rate
To compute throughput, offered message rate, offered packet rate, offered frame rate, offered data
rate, maximum data rate and average data rate, we define Application layer MO, MAC layer MO
and IP layer MO in terms of counters, thresholds and flags. When nodes start sending a new
10
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ensemble of data, nodes initializes their time counter, number of packets send counter, number of
packets received counter and number of packets retransmit counter. In Figure 7, we have shown
the update process of MIB or management attributes of each layer MOs. When nodes start
sending every ensemble of packets, first packet is a management packet. In this management
packet contain the management attributes or MIBs those are used to compute the different
network performance. Application layer MO, MAC layer MO and IP layer MO are used to finds
the massage, frame and packet related network performance respectively.
For simplicity we have just shown IP layer MO to find some network behaviors of packets. By
using IP layer MO, node can find the offered packet rate, packet throughput, maximum data rate
and average data rate. In Figure 8, IP layer MO is shown with its management attributes and
description of each attributes are also shown in comments. Packet_Timer_Count start counting
the time when nodes start sending or receiving a new ensemble of packet and stop counting when
Packet_Count reached to the Packet_Count_Threshold limit. When the counter reached to a
threshold on that time the Flag updated the value to false. When nodes again start sending and
receiving the packet, all the counter and flag must reset to its initial value. Max_Packet_Size and
Average_Data_Size are updated after every ensemble of packet sends or receive.
IP_Layer_MO
Packet_Timer_Count
Packet_Count
Packet_Repeat_Counter
Packet_Count_Threshold
Packet_Start_Flag
Max_Packet_Size
Average_Data_Size

; Value specifies the count of time (reset initially and
end value specifies the amount of time in seconds)
;Value specifies the number of packet transmitted
; Value specifies the number of packet repeated
; packet count threshold or each ensemble size
;flag = true when start transmitting and flag = false
when stop transmitting
;Updated Max_Packet_Size when
Max_Packet_Size < Packet_Size
; Average all Packet_Size

Figure 8. IP Layer Management Object (MO)

We have shown some equations from (1)-(5) where how to find the offered packet rate, packet
throughput, maximum data rate and average data rate are shown.
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We simulated the proposed distributed network management system using the Network Simulator
2 (NS2) for MANET. In this simulation, a single cluster of MANET is created with 10 associated
nodes. The nodes in the cluster are placed randomly in a 100m x 100 m geographic area and they
are allowed to move randomly as specified in Table 2.
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Table 2: Simulation parameters
Parameter

Values

Area

100m x 100m

Number of Nodes

10

Node Placement
Strategy
Mobility

Random
Random
Min speed: 1.00 m/s
Max speed: 5.00 m/s
Avg. speed: 2.49 m/s

Figure 9. A cluster with the random distribution of
nodes

Figure 9 shows a cluster of nodes based on the simulation parameters of Table 2. Assuming that
node 0 is transmitting an ensemble of data packets to node 1, the management agent of node 0
sends a management packet which will be the first packet in each of the ensemble of data packets.
It is possible for each node to compute the number of packets sent and the total time (using a
counter) required for sending all the packets will provide the total traffic offered traffic as a count
within the ensemble time. Similarly at the destination node, the total number of packets received
within the time count can be counted. The ratio of the number of packets transmitted from the
source and the number of packets received at the destination within the ensemble time will give
the throughput, which can be measured independently
independently by both sending node and the receiving
node. In Figure 10 we show the graph for throughput with respect to number of packet send. For
throughput we consider the following equation and each ensemble size is 100 packets.
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Figure 10. Throughput calculations by sending IP_MO

By setting up the mac layer MO (MAC_MO) and application layer MO (APP_MO), nodes can
also find out offered frame rate, frame throughput, offered massage rate and massage throughput.
5.2.2. Packet Delay
To measure the end-to-end packet delay for transfer of IP packets between the node A and the
node B, how many packets are transmitted from the sending node and compute how much time it
takes to receive all these packets at the receiving node. We have sent N packets and measured the
time it took for sending N packets. On the other hand, we have also received N packets and
measured the time it took to receive N packets. For measuring the total time it took for sending N
packets, we have kept records the time of departure for the 1st and nth packet of every ensemble in
sending side. Again, for measuring the total time it took for receiving N packets, we have kept
records the time of arrival for the 1st and nth packet of every ensemble in receiving end. In the
receiving end, we have calculated the delay by using the sending side information that is sent
through the management packet after each ensemble. The total delay is the difference between the
amount of time it took to receive the packets at the receiving side and the amount of time it took
to send the packets at the sending side. This method to find the end-to-end delay called long-term
average method.
PHY_Layer_MO
Transmit_Start_Time_Counter (A)
Receive_Start_Time_Counter (B)
Transmit_Time_Counter_Threshold (N)
Receive_Time_Counter_Threshold (N)
Transmit_Timer_Threshold_Flag
Receive_Timer_Threshold_Flag

; Counter value specifies the time. Nodes start
counting time when packets sending begin
; ; Counter value specifies the time. Nodes start
counting time when packets receiving begin
; Specifies the maximum number of packets in
the transmit ensemble (integer) = N
; Specifies the maximum number of packets in
the received ensemble (integer) = N
;Boolean is initially set to “0”, 0 remains when
the A less than N; when A equals N, Boolean = 1
; Boolean is initially set to “0”, 0 remains when
the A less than N; when A equals N, Boolean = 1
13
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Figure 11. Physical Layer Management Object (MO)

Figure 12. Delay of each ensemble of packet by using long-term average method

We have also simulated a cluster of 10 nodes to show end-to-end delay. Both IP layer MO and
physical layer MO are used to find the end-to-end delay. In the proposed management approach
for computing the time delay, we have established the following attributes at the physical layer as
part of PHY_Layer_MO in Figure 11 and IP layer MO have shown already in Figure 8.
Figure 12 shows the graph of the delay for every ensemble of packets where each ensemble
consists of 100 packets. Figure 13 shows the graph of average delay that is calculated after each
ensemble of packets.
Through above discussion, we can say that by setting some attributes in each layer MO, we can
control and monitor different applications. In traditional network management, to control and
monitor those applications, they use some devices to find those attributes. However the massage
overheads and resource usages in each node are too high. In our proposed DMMS, the massage
overheads and resource usages are less than the traditional management system. Firstly, there is
no additional device required to find those attributes. Secondly, management task is distributed to
each node find their own attributes and measure the performance matrix. Thirdly, more nodes can
accommodate in each cluster because workload of the cluster head reduces by distributing the
management task. Finally, as each node gets the information about other nodes based on need to
know basic, message overhead reduced significantly.
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Figure 13. Average delays of packet by using long-term average method

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced the Distributed MANET Management System (DMMS), which uses
fully distributed management architecture. We have shown that the DMMS gets rid of the general
manger and the “single point of failure” problems. We developed a new set of Management
Information Base (MIB) elements and stored resource activities in terms of counters, flag and
threshold values. We have shown that the abstract data is exchanged between different
management agents residing in different resources on a need-to-know basis and each agent
logically executes management functions locally to develop understanding of the behavior of all
network resources for monitoring purposes (finding throughput, delay, packet loss rate) and
controlling purposes (managing routing algorithm). In this dissertation, we presented the MANET
architecture with MIB based distributed network management and demonstrated power and
bandwidth efficiency for management operations where management operations includes
monitoring of resources, and performance management for multi-service provisioning.
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